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Abstract. Social networking service (SNS) is very popular in our lives, with
expanding internet environments and mobile device. Through the SNS, user can
submit their opinion or reputation freely, anytime and anywhere. These activities
are getting great attention on a various business scenes in recently. Twitter is one
of the most popular SNS, and used by numerous people in the world. In
addition, since various information is posted on Twitter, it is expected to be
utilized as a business strategy, and there have been many studies on the mar-
keting using Twitter data. Moreover, we can get some information about user’s
network in Twitter. In this research, we attempt to evaluate the network structure
using similarity of post on Twitter. We created the user network using similarity
of posts mentioned about four titles of Japanese TV drama, and we grasped the
post categories that is easy to get user’s interest. From the result, we discussed
the difference between TV drama and suggestions for promotion strategies of
TV drama production company.
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1 Introduction

Social Networking Service (SNS) is very popular in our lives, with the development of
information technology and mobile device such as smart phone. By using SNS, it is
possible that user can share various information through their friends freely anywhere
and anytime. From this reason, the information transmission between consumer on
SNS is actively performed, and it sometimes affects the real world. Therefore, SNS
have gotten a lot of attention in the business scene as a promotion and marketing tool in
recent years [1, 2]. Furthermore, SNS is regarded as an important tool that make it
possible to transmit information to many people efficiently in various industries such as
retailers, EC sites, political activities and so on.
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Twitter is one of the most popular SNS in the world. By using Twitter, users can
perform various actions such as “Tweet” and “Retweet”. Moreover, there are a variety
of information such as user’s opinion and reputation on Twitter. Using Twitter or other
SNS data including those information, we can elucidate various phenomenon occurring
on Twitter (e.g. information diffusion and network of friendship between users).
Therefore, there have been numerous research related to marketing activities using SNS
data. To understand the user behavior on SNS, various researchers have applied studies
[3–5]. In these studies, they targeted posts data about specific products or the structure
of SNS itself and analyzed the SNS data. On the other hand, regarding the TV drama
targeted in this research, it is inferred that there are various phenomenon caused by
audience (such as post activity in real time of broadcasting time or the period from the
episode to the next episode). Therefore, it can be said that elucidation of post activities
on Twitter by audience is important analysis for the promotion strategies of TV drama.

2 Related Studies and Our Purpose

In this section, first, we introduce some related studies about SNS analysis. Next, we
show the objective of this study.

Yang et al. [3] analyzed the information diffusion phenomenon on Twitter. Espe-
cially, they proposed model that able to capture the three main specifics of information
diffusion (speed, scale and range) using survival analysis. As the result, they found that
some specific of the tweets can predict the diffusion phenomenon. Matsumura et al. [4]
proposed an influence diffusion model that express how articles and words were dif-
fused. As the result, using the above model, they identified influencer who post
information that gets interest of others and words reflecting consumer insights. Matsuo
et al. [5] investigated the network structure of the user networks created on the largest
SNS site in Japan. Moreover, they confirmed the structure of the community formed by
the relationship of users on the network.

In this study, we focus on Twitter data and attempt to evaluate the network structure
among users using similarity of posts. For the analysis, we used tweet data posted about
four Japanese TV drama. The information about TV drama are frequently posted on
Twitter by audience, and its contents are various (e.g. contents about story, actor or
actress, etc.). Focusing on its situation, we also try to evaluate the users’ interest to post
categories by dividing the user network into several communities and comparing
network indexes. From these results, it is possible to identify the post category that is
easy to get interest among users, and it is expected to obtain a useful suggestion for the
promotion strategy performed by the TV drama production company.

3 Data Summary

We targeted four titles of Japanese TV drama and collected tweets data posted about
these titles. In this study, we selected these four titles based on broadcasting period and
evaluation by ranking site. We used hashtags and keywords (drama titles) and collected
the data by using the application programing interface (API) of Twitter. Consequently,
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we collected about 577,000 tweets in total. These tweet data were posted during
broadcasting period of each TV drama and include User ID, tweet date and time, tweet
text, the number of favorite and Retweets and so on. Summary (e.g. broadcast period
(time zone: JST) and category of each title) of targeted TV drama and collected tweets
data are shown Tables 1, 2 and 3.

4 Evaluation of Network Structure Using Posts Similarity

In this study, we performed analysis in 3 steps. In the 1st step, we extracted repre-
sentative 50 keywords by each drama and classified these keywords into 13 post
categories by Natural Language Processing. In the 2nd step, we visualized the network
that express the posting relationship between users and post categories. Especially, we
created incidence matrix and bipartite graph by using the weight which means user’s
posting importance for each category. In the final step, we divide the above network
into several communities. Targeting these communities, we grasped post categories
which is mainly posted by users of each community and compared the network indi-
cators such as network density between communities. From above results, we discuss
the user’s interest for each post category.

Table 1. Broadcast period, frequency and time of targeted Japanese TV drama

Title Period Broadcast frequency Broadcast time

A 2017/04/18*2017/06/20 Every Tuesday PM10:00*PM11:00
B 2017/04/17*2017/06/26 Every Monday PM09:00*PM10:00
C 2017/04/14*2017/06/16 Every Friday PM10:00*PM11:00
D 2017/04/16*2017/06/18 Every Sunday PM09:00*PM10:00

Table 2. Summary of targeted Japanese TV drama

Title Content Category

A TV drama based on Japanese comic Love romance
B TV drama based on Japanese novel Mystery
C TV drama based on Japanese novel Mystery
D TV drama created by Japanese TV station originally Drama

Table 3. Summary of collected tweet data

Title The number of tweets The number of unique posted users

A 65,153 13,417
B 288,004 27,425
C 104,557 25,007
D 92,147 17,430
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4.1 Identify and Classify Keywords

In the 1st step, we identify the keywords of each title and classify these keywords into
post categories. Firstly, we performed morphemes analysis to divide all tweet texts of
each title into columns of morphemes (minimum elements constituting sentences).
Morphological analysis is a commonly used method for dividing the natural language
(text data) into morphemes and discriminating parts of speech and the like of each
morpheme. It is need became all of letters are connected Japanese sentence. In the
morphological analysis, information such as parts of speech words defined in grammar
and the dictionary is used for dividing process. In this study, we used the R language to
perform morphological analysis. Moreover, the dictionary used for analysis was Mecab
[6], a Japanese morpheme dictionary.

Targeting terms extracted by morphological analysis, we selected three parses
(nouns, verbs, adjectives), and identified the keywords of each title using the tfidf
method [7]. The tfidf method is a type of index of word weighting and is calculated by
the product of tf (term frequency) and idf (inverse document frequency). The tfidf
values of word i in the document j is calculated by the following equations.

tfidfi;j ¼ tfi;j � idfi ð1Þ

tfi;j ¼ ni;jP
S nS;j

ð2Þ

idfi ¼ log
Dj j

d:d 2 tif gj j ð3Þ

where ni;j is the occurrence frequency of word i in document j,
P
S
nS;j is the summation

of count of all the words in document j, Dj j is the total number of documents,
d :d 2 tif gj j is the number of documents that contain word i.
We defined the top 50 words which have high tfidf values as the keywords for each

title and classified these keywords into 13 post categories based on the its meaning. The
names of those post categories and its description are shown in Table 4. The number of
keywords of each post category by each title are shown in Table 5.

From above result, it is found that whether post categories were posted or not differ
depending on title of TV drama. For example, “Location” and “Other_TVshow” are
posted on only title D, “Broadcasting_station” were posted on title A and B.

4.2 Bipartite Graph of Users and Categories

In the 2nd step, we created the network among users by the bipartite graph to grasp
posting relationship between users and post categories. In this research, we targeted the
top 500 users who posted frequently during each title of TV drama. The network graph
was constructed by using the relationship which is whether user posted the post cat-
egory or not and their weight for post category based on post ratio. In particular, we
created the incidence matrix and the bipartite graph as the following procedure.
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1. We calculated the frequency of keywords for all tweet texts of targeted users. Here,
we counted presence or absence of keywords, without consideration for that same
keywords appears more than once in a tweet text.

2. Based on the post category of each keyword, we calculated the post ratio of each
post category by each user.

3. We calculated a weight Wi;j for post category j of user i in accordance with the
following conditions. In addition, we defined the matrix constituted by these

Table 4. The names of categories and its description

Category name Description

L_character Leading character
S_character Supporting character
L_actor/actress Leading actor or actress
S_actor/actress Supporting actor or actress
Location Shooting place of each title
Emotion (þ ) Positive emotion about content of each episode
Emotion (�) Negative emotion about content of each episode
Main_topic The main topic of each title
Contents_topic The subtopic of each title
Broadcasting_type The word meaning the type of episode (e.g. the end of the series of

each title)
Broadcasting_station The station which broadcasts each title
Other_TVshow TV programs other than each TV drama
Title Title of each TV drama

Table 5. The number of keywords in each titlea

Category Title
A B C D

L_character 4 7 6 5
S_character 2 1 1 0
L_actor/actress 7 5 10 11
S_actor/actress 4 1 3 3
Location 0 0 0 1
Title 4 2 2 1
Emotion (þ ) 10 14 9 10
Emotion (�) 4 5 4 2
Main_topic 2 3 1 4
Contents_topic 9 12 3 11
Broadcasting_type 6 8 16 7
Broadcasting_station 1 1 0 0
Other_TVshow 0 0 0 2
a Each keyword can belong to multiple
categories.
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weights as the incidence matrix X which means the user’s posting importance for
each post category.

Wi;j ¼ ri;j � 100
Tj

ð4Þ

where ri;j is post ratio of post category j of user i, Tj is the number of terms which
belongs to post category j.

4. Based on the incidence matrix X, we created bipartite graphs in which nodes are
users and post categories, weights of edges are Wi;j.

For the visualizing the bipartite graph, we used Fruchterman-Reingold algorism [8].
Fruchterman-Reingold algorism is a method based on dynamic model for visualizing
network. This algorithm has a feature to arrange the connected nodes close to and to
locate unconnected nodes far from each other. Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 shows the bipartite
graph of users and post categories of each title of TV drama. In the bipartite graph of
each title, dark gray edges express high weighted edges which have weights in the top
quartile points of all weights. In addition, Fig. 5 shows the result of calculating the
number of edges connected to the category node that is the number of users who posted
the category by weight.

From above result, it turned out that the category most posted from users on title A
and B is the “Title”, users of title C and D frequently post about “L_character”. In
addition, about those categories, we can see that the number of edges with high weight
(dark gray edge on the bipartite graph) is more than the number of edges with low
weight (light gray edge on the bipartite graph). On the other hand, we can see that other
posting categories show reverse trends, in other words, most edges are composed of
edges with low weight.

Fig. 1. Bipartite graph of users and post categories of title A
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4.3 User Network Using Similarity of Post Categories

In the final step, we created user network based on their similarity of the post cate-
gories. Moreover, dividing the network into several communities, we evaluated the
relationship between network indicator and post categories of each community. In
order to detect some communities from the network, we need adjacency matrix rather
than incidence matrix. Firstly, by using incidence matrix X of previous step, we created
new incidence matrix X 0. Especially, we created the new matrix based on following
condition to more strictly define whether the user posted each posting category or not.

Fig. 2. Bipartite graph of users and post categories of title B

Fig. 3. Bipartite graph of users and post categories of title C
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W
0
i;j ¼

1 Wi;j �V3rd;j

0 Wi;j\V3rd;j

�
ð5Þ

Fig. 4. Bipartite graph of users and post categories of title D

Fig. 5. The number of users who posted about each category
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where Wi;j is the weight for post category j of user i which is calculated on the previous
step, V3rd;j is the weight in the top quartile points of all weights of post category j.

So, incidence matrix X 0 means that only users with high weights for each category
are redefined as “Users who posted the category”.

Next, we created adjacency matrix Y which describes the similarity of post cate-
gories between users. Especially, we converted the incidence matrix X 0 into adjacency
matrix Y as follows.

Y ¼ X 0X 0t ð6Þ

where X 0t is the transposed matrix of incidence matrix X 0, the all diagonal elements of
the adjacency matrix Y are 0.

From the above transformation, the adjacency matrix Y means the similarity of the
post category between users. Using adjacency matrix Y, we created and visualized the
user network. For the visualization, we deleted isolated nodes not connected to any
other node out of 500 user nodes of each title. The network indexes of user network of
each title are shown Table 6.

From Table 6, regarding the user network of all titles, we can see that the nodes are
connected with moderate density compared to general social networks of friendship
between users.

Finally, we divide these user network into several communities by spin glass
method [9]. Spin glass method is one of the most popular method to detect commu-
nities from the network. This method assigns each node to the community so as to
minimize the Hamiltonian function expressed by the following equation.

H rf gð Þ ¼ �
X

i6¼j
aijYijd ri; rj

� �þ X
i6¼j

bij 1� Yij
� �

d ri; rj
� �

þ
X

i6¼j
cijYij 1� d ri; rj

� �� ��X
i6¼j

dij 1� Yij
� �

1� d ri; rj
� �� � ð7Þ

where Yij denotes the adjacency matrix of the graph, ri denotes the group index of node
i in the graph, and aij; bij; cij; dij denote the weights of the individual contributions.

In addition, we determined the number of communities by using the modularity Q
[10]. This value is an index for evaluating the accuracy of community detection and
calculated by following equation. We can define the dividing the community has high
Q value as appropriate detection.

Table 6. The network indexes using user similarity of post category of each title

Title The number of nodes The number of edges Density

A 499 57,745 0.462
B 487 51,223 0.410
C 491 56,260 0.450
D 498 60,743 0.486
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Q ¼ 1
2M

X
i6¼j

Aij � kikj
2M

� �
d ri; rj
� � ð8Þ

where ki is the number of edges of node i, M is summation of the number of edges
which exist in the network.

We can conduct appropriate community detection by adopting the division result of
high Q value. As the result of community detection based on modularity Q, the user
network was divided three community by each title. The modularity Q of community
detection of each title are shown Table 7.

Targeting these communities, we attempt to grasp the post categories which is
mainly posted by users who belong to each community. Figure 6 shows the user’s
average weight to each post category by each community of each title. By using result
of Fig. 6, we defined the topic of each community shown in Table 8.

Table 7. The result of community detection of each title

Title The number of communities Modularity

A 3 0.22
B 3 0.28
C 3 0.23
D 3 0.22

Fig. 6. The average weight for each category of users belonging to each community
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From Table 8, it turned out that the topics posted for each community differed.
Considering all the communities, there are six types of topics. “TV Drama Headline” is
user group posted tweet including words that have potential of becoming headline of
TV drama such as title names of TV drama and actor or actress names. “Content” is the
topic which is mainly posted both content of episode and character of TV drama.
“Character and Emotion” or “Content and Emotion” is the topic that have been posted
the characters of TV drama or content of the episode with user’s emotion. However,
there are not only positive emotions but also negative emotions. Regarding community 2
of title D, this community posted about actor or actress names, title names and other TV
show names. Therefore, we defined this community as the user group which mainly
posted about promotion of TV drama, named “Promotion”. Moreover, about community
3 of title D, we named “Actor or Actress” which is user group posted only leading actor
or actress. As the total tendency, it is found that user’s emotion, regardless positive or
negative, are posted with content of episode or character of TV drama.

Table 8. The topic of each community of each title

Title Community Topic

A 1 TV Drama Headline
2 Content
3 Character and Emotion (�)

B 1 Content and Emotion (þ )
2 Content
3 TV Drama Headline

C 1 Content and Emotion (þ )
2 Content
3 TV Drama Headline

D 1 Content and Emotion (þ )
2 Content
3 TV Drama Headline

Fig. 7. User network using similarity of post category of title A (left) and B (right)
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Fig. 8. User network using similarity of post category of title C (left) and D (right)

Table 9. Network indexes of each community of title A

Community 1 Community 2 Community 3

Topic TV Drama Headline Content Character and Emotion (�)
The number of nodes 165 148 186
Density 0.662 0.912 0.777
Average degree 108.727 134.202 143.817

Table 10. Network indexes of each community of title B

Community 1 Community 2 Community 3

Topic Content and Emotion (þ ) Content TV Drama Headline
The number of nodes 206 153 128
Density 0.676 0.894 0.907
Average degree 138.660 135.921 115.296

Table 11. Network indexes of each community of title C

Community 1 Community 2 Community 3

Topic Character and Emotion (�) Content TV Drama Headline
The number of nodes 142 198 151
Density 0.771 0.777 0.804
Average degree 108.845 153.111 120.649
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Furthermore, by using network indexes of each community, we evaluate the user’s
interest to the topic of each community. We used the density and average degree of
network as network indexes. Figures 7 and 8 show the user network using similarity of
post category and Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12 show network indexes calculated by each
community by each title.

From the above result, even if it is a similar topic, it turned out that there is a
difference in the density of the user for each title, that is, the degree of user’s interest for
the topic. In terms of the result of each title, in the title A, there are not many users who
pay attention to “TV Drama Headline” and “Character and Emotion �ð Þ”. On the other
hand, topic of “Content” gets a lot of interest of users. About title B, it turned out that
“Content” and “TV Drama Headline” topic is posted by relatively large number of
users.

Regarding title C, there aren’t so many users who pay attention to “Character and
Emotion �ð Þ” and “Content” topic. In the title D, many users are interested in “Content
and Emotion �ð Þ” and “Actor or Actress”. Moreover, a few users posted about topic
“Promotion”.

5 Discussion

First of all, we discuss posting categories that attract users’ interest in each title. In the
title A, since the users of community 2 are most closely connected, the topic on the
contents of the TV drama attracts audience’s interest. It is inferred that the reason for
this result is that title A is a love romance TV drama including elements such as affair,
and audience actively posts the contents of the episode because its story is
unpredictable.

From the results of title B, the community 3 has the highest density among users.
Therefore, it can be said that topics (such as title names and actor names) that have
potential of becoming headlines of TV drama are actively posted. It is assumed that
users are pay attention to the actor or actress and its title name rather than the contents
of the TV drama because the leading actor of title B is a member of a popular idol
group in Japan.

About title C, the densities of all the communities are moderate, there is not much
different between them. In other words, it can be said that users are post the same
importance degree for any topic and it is a TV drama that has been posted about various
kinds of topics in well balance.

Table 12. Network indexes of each community of title D

Community 1 Community 2 Community 3

Topic Content and Emotion (�) Promotion Actor or Actress
The number of nodes 153 223 122
Density 0.916 0.645 1.000
Average degree 139.268 143.210 121.000
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Regarding title D, community 1 and 3 has the high user’s density. Since this title
was broadcasted in the TV slot that is broadcast station and broadcast time zone in
which many masterpiece TV dramas were broadcasted in the past, it is inferred that the
audience pay much attention to the topic related to contents of episodes and actor or
actress. In particular, community 3 is the user group that emphasizes on only actor or
actress, it is assumed that there are a certain number of fans of actor or actress in the
community. Furthermore, in title D, there is only one user community that mainly post
the topic related to the promotion of TV drama. However, it turns out that the density of
that community is not so high. This is presumably because not only whether the user is
a fan of the actor (actress) but also whether user watch other TV programs also
influences the importance of “Promotion” topic.

In addition, as the overall knowledge, it was found that the emotion (regardless of
positive or negative) of the users was posted with the contents of episodes and char-
acters of the TV drama. It can be said that this is a natural result as a topic on which
audience express opinions.

6 Conclusion

In this research, targeting four titles of Japanese TV drama, we evaluated the network
structure using similarity of posts on Twitter. Even if users posted about same title of
TV drama, it turned out that there are differences of user’s importance to post cate-
gories among communities by dividing the user network into several communities.
Moreover, it also found that there are differences among four titles of TV drama as
well. It is expected to utilize these results for the strategies for promotion or marketing
on Twitter of companies related to each TV drama.

As the future work of our research, we need to evaluate user’s interest for topic
from various point of view such as “who are the main users in the same community?”
and “what topics are easy to post simultaneously with other topics?”. In addition, it is
possible to obtain more useful suggestions as a promotion strategy by using follow or
follower relations data among users on Twitter in combination.

Acknowledgment. We thank Rooter Inc. for providing valuable datasets and for their useful
comments.
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